
$480,459 - 35173 Savory Lane, Beaumont
MLS® #IV24044493

$480,459
3 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 1,957 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Cypress, Beaumont, CA

Ivy embodies versatility. Positioned at the front
of the house, the standard Den offers a perfect
setup for either a home office or a crafting
area. Moving on to the Primary Suite, this
upstairs sanctuary boasts a generous walk-in
closet and a practical dual vanity. However,
the focal point of the residence undeniably lies
in the expansive and elegantly designed
Kitchen, featuring a sizable entertaining island
that seamlessly transitions into a Dining and
Great Room area. Enhanced by numerous
windows and a 12 sliding door, it effortlessly
merges indoor and outdoor spaces. What's not
to admire about this setup?

Built in 2024

Additional Information

City Beaumont

County Riverside

Zip 92223

MLS® # IV24044493

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 1,957

Lot Size 0.10

Neighborhood RIV CTY-BEAUMONT (92223)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: TRI POINTE HOMES HOLDINGS, INC.
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